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1. Cover Letter
The EDF Renewable Energy (“EDF RE”) team is pleased to present the enclosed response to City of San
Diego (“the City”) Request for Statement of Qualifications to provide 100% Renewable Energy to the
City. Within this proposal EDF RE will describe its ability to deliver renewable energy to the City and its
businesses and residents by designing, financing, building, owning, and operating holistic energy
solutions that incorporate renewables, energy delivery, energy management, and energy efficiency
services. The proposal will also briefly describe regulatory roadblocks and market place obstacles that
will prohibit EDF RE from delivering power to the community in the current environment.
EDF Renewable Energy will lead as the prime contractor on all work with the City, taking responsibility of
the performance of its subsidiaries groSolar and EDF Renewable Services (“EDF RS”), as well as its
affiliate EDF Energy Services (“EDF RS”). The EDF RE, groSolar, EDF RS and EDF ES Team are able to offer
the City competitive long term renewable energy solutions and services with confidence by leveraging
advantages:
 Leading Experience and Insight: EDF is currently operating more than 10,000 Megawatts (MW) of
Renewable Generation in North America, gaining real world experience and understanding of the
different technologies, designs, applications, and operations renewable energy solutions.
 Local Presence and Experience: Headquartered in Carmel Mountain Ranch, San Diego, EDF RE has
been active in the local area for over 20 years, resulting in over 340MWs of renewable energy
projects in San Diego Gas and Electric territory. Meanwhile, the EDF RS team services 3.4MWs of
roof top solar projects at Kohls, Staples, and other locations in San Diego County, as well as the
340MWs of utility scale projects.
 Full Project Lifecycle Capabilities
o Development: EDF RE has developed, financed interconnected, over 1,200 MW of
renewable energy projects in California under long term power purchase agreements.
o Installation: In April 2016, EDF RE acquired 100% ownership of groSolar, a team which has a
comprehensive background in Engineering Procurement and Construction, developed from
experience in deploying over 2,000 distributed energy projects around the country ranging
in size from 100kW – 10MW.
o Financing: EDF RE internally financed over 7.4GW of Renewable Energy Projects in North
America over the past decade. The City’s projects are not contingent upon third‐party
construction financing.
o Operations and Maintenance: EDF RE works closely with its wholly‐owned subsidiary EDF
Renewable Services, the largest Operations and Maintenance entity in North America with
over 10GW of renewable energy projects under contract across North America and 4.8GW
under Asset Management contracts.
o CAISO Energy Delivery Experience: With more than 25,000MWs of load served across the
United States, in 2016 EDF Energy Services served over 100MW of Direct Access customers’
peak load with over 700,000MWh in California with a wide variety of energy products.
 Flexible Holistic Solutions Capabilities: EDF RE has the capabilities to provide holistic solutions that
include multiple technologies and services by leveraging the EDF group that has capabilities in
energy efficiency, energy delivery, and energy storage.
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2. Minimum Requirements
a. Contractor License
EDF Renewable Energy
B – General Building License
C‐10 – Electrical License
License #: 642178
Expiration Date: 4.30.18

b. Department of Industrial Relations Registration
EDF Renewable Energy PWCR Number: 1000045357

c. Qualified California Electric Service Provider
EDF Industrial Power Services (CA), LLC
4700 W. SAM HOUSTON PARKWAY N. Suite 250, Houston TX 77041
See Appendix A for Registration Certificate
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3. Qualifications and Experience
a. EDF Renewable Energy Services
i. Transmission and Distribution Experience
EDF RE can effectively integrate projects and services into the Transmission and Distribution grid by
leveraging its experience not only as a renewable energy developer in North America, but also its
capabilities as a European utility. Within California, EDF RE has developed and interconnected over
1,000MWs of Renewable Energy projects, specifically with 340MWs in the San Diego area. Many of
these utility scale projects require the installation of long distribution lines to take the power from the
field to the point of interconnection with the distribution or transmission grid. Similarly, EDF ES
understands the transmission and distribution market in order to deliver energy to customers
effectively. Finally, the EDF Group operates the transmission and distribution grid in France as well as
several French islands. In the past EDF ES has leveraged these capabilities to conduct detailed power
flow analysis and engineering in order to ensure that the grid can be managed effectively.

ii. CAISO Experience and Capabilities
Our competitive market affiliate, EDF Energy Services (EDF ES), serves as the Qualified Scheduling Entity
(QSE) and Retail Energy Provider (REP) for the City, depending on the legal entity it decides to pursue.
EDF ES currently manages over 25,000 MW of generation and commercial, industrial and aggregated
load across the United States. EDF ES is ranked as one of the top five Power Marketers by Platts Power
Sales Analysis, and was recently awarded the 2012 US Electricity House of the Year by Energy Risk
magazine. EDF ES offers a wide range of products and services to its customers to help them minimize
their energy costs while actively participating CAISO market programs, such as demand response
programs. EDF ES tailors individual energy management services that can incorporate dispatch,
scheduling, origination, fuel supply and risk management services according to the customer’s needs.
EDF ES currently has more than 25,000 MW of capacity under management. As a result, in addition to
providing the retail service described in this proposal, EDF ES can serve as a long‐term partner to for the
City to achieve long term its energy management objectives.

iii. Renewable Energy Expansion
EDF Renewable Energy is uniquely positioned to offer both utility and distributed renewable energy
solutions. For 25 years EDF RE has been delivering power purchase agreements from large utility scale
projects to clients across North America, including both utilities and more recently large Corporate and
Industrial customers such as Microsoft, Google, and Procter and Gamble. The large scale projects will
have a large and immediate impact on the City’s pursuit of reaching 100% renewable energy.
Meanwhile, EDF RE and groSolar can leverage its experience and capabilities to offer distributed energy
solutions that can be implemented locally, creating jobs, and adding local generation resilience. groSolar
has installed over 2000 systems, ranging from ground mount systems, to roof top and carports, to even
residential systems. GroSolar’s full range of distributed generation capabilities, combined with the
internal financing and long term O&M services of the EDF Teams traditional business structure, will
provide the City with the flexibility to take advantage of both large impact utility scale projects as well as
local generation with job creation.
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iv. Sourcing Renewable Energy
EDF Renewable Energy is constantly developing rolling portfolio of utility scale renewable energy
projects that can effectively deliver power throughout Southern California. By collaborating with EDF
Energy Services, the EDF team can effectively deliver power to the meter of any direct access customer,
Community Choice Aggregation (“CCA”), or Utility. Meanwhile, the groSolar team is highly effective at
identifying, building, and financing local sources of renewable energy. The EDF RE team can also
leverage the EDF Groups experience in Biomass, Biogass, and Geothermal sources, to improve the local
energy mix and diversify resources. For example, if EDF RE can identify a local feed stock, the group can
leverage its experience with 40MWs of Biomass projects in South Carolina that have been operating
since 2013.

v. Implementation Timeline
EDF Renewable Energy has a rolling portfolio of projects in development that can begin to deliver power
as soon as 2018. Most projects will not begin construction until a project is awarded and a Power
Purchase Agreement is signed. However, during the Power Purchase Agreement negotiations, data
collection, design and permitting can be wrapped up so that mobilization and construction begin when
the contract is signed and EDF RE is given Notice to Proceed. Depending on the size of the project
construction will from 6 months to a year.

Technology
Wind
Solar
Solar
Solar + Storage
Solar
Storage
Energy Efficiency

Size
Utility Scale
Utility Scale
Distribution
Distribution
Onsite
Onsite
Onsite

Data Collection
1 Year
< 1 Month
< 1 Month
< 1 Month
< 1 Month
< 1 Month
< 1 Month

Design + Permitting
1-3 Years
1-2 Years
< 1 Year
< 1 Year
3 Months
2 Months
3 Months

Construction
1-2 Years
1-2 Years
.05 - 1 Year
.05 - 1 Year
6 Months
3 - 6 Months
6 Months

vi. Cost Estimates
The prices for Renewable Energy Power Purchase agreements will vary greatly depending on the size,
location, and type of renewable energy solution. Typically utility scale solar projects can produce some
of the cheapest power in Southern California because of economies of scale, but can be impacted by the
cost of delivery over the grid depending on the location. However, onsite solar has the advantage of
avoiding delivery costs and can also be integrated into a holistic solutions that incorporate energy
efficiency and storage to further reduce costs. For example, integrating solar, storage, and efficient
lighting will increase savings and improve payback periods. Every site will have a different mix of
potential technologies and so it is difficult to estimate the costs of these types of solutions. Below are
some typical prices for Power Purchase Agreements that include everything from design, to
management, to operations.
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Technology
Wind
Solar
Solar + Storage
Solar
Solar + Storage

Size
Utility Scale
Utility Scale
Utility Scale
Onsite
Onsite

Term
20 Years
20 Years
20 Years
20 Years
20 Years

PPA Price1
$0.040 ‐ $0.060/kWh
$0.035 – $0.055/kWh
$0.045 – $0.065/kWh
$0.060 ‐ $0.080/kWh
$0.070 ‐ $.090/kWh

vii. Greenhouse Gas Analysis
EDF RE will calculate the GHG offsets that result from the renewable energy delivered to the City of San
Diego and include the figures on the monthly bills.

viii. Potential Risks and Roadblocks
Regulatory obstacles to delivering power to the City of San Diego and its residents will be the biggest
issue. Currently EDF Renewable Energy only have the ability to deliver power to corporate customers
that have become direct access customers, CCAs, or utilities and municipalizes. The City must implement
a method of purchasing power on behalf of the residential and commercial community. There are three
potential options
1. Municipality ‐ City of San Diego can form a Municipal Power district in which it will take
responsibility for both the energy commodity and delivery of power. By taking control of both
transmission and generation requirements, the City will have a lot of flexibility and control over
how new generation is implemented, especially within the local community.
2. SDG&E ECO Choice Program Expansion – San Diego Gas and Electric currently offers a program
that allows customer to select to purchase 100% renewable energy from the grid for an
additional fee. The City can work with SDG&E to aggressively market the ECO friendly program
and expand is procurement of Renewable Energy. Currently SDG&E generation mix is over 40%
Renewables energy, however to get to 100% the local community will have to support the
program and the slightly higher costs associated with it.
3. Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) – By forming a CCA the City will have the authority to
purchase energy on behalf of its local customer base. EDF Renewable Energy has worked with
other CCA’s such as Marin Clean Energy, to deliver renewable energy to its customer base
through long term power purchase agreements.

ix. Additional Benefits
EDF Renewable Energy recommends that the City looks closely at the opportunity to develop holistic
solutions that incorporate not only on‐site and off‐site renewable generation, but also storage, energy
efficiency, and energy delivery services. Integrating multiple technologies and services into a single
solution allows the City to leverage:
-

1

A single contractor working on a holistic solution with multiple technologies will have a better
understanding of the energy environment a whole and how each of the technologies and

Prices are heavily influences by the size, location, term, and type of project. Prices are subject to change without notice.
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services will impact each other in order to optimize system for most cost effective delivery of
100% renewable energy.
- Working with a single entity will streamline the design, contracting, and implementation process
by facilitating communications, providing a single point of coordination, and requiring input
from fewer stakeholders.
- A single provider removes conflicts of interest that can arise with multiple companies working
with competing technologies and services. For example an energy efficiency solution provider is
trying to reduce consumption, while an offsite renewable energy provider is motivated by
serving larger loads with renewable energy and is not incentivized to reduce load.
- Contracting with a single entity that is responsible for the performance of the entire system
reduces performance liabilities.
- A single point of contact simplifies Asset Operations and Administration such as emergency
response and creates a single point for billing.
By working with large system integrators, such as EDF Renewable Energy, that can offer a
comprehensive set of energy services, the City of San Diego will accelerate the progress towards a clean
energy future for the region.

b. Limitations, Exceptions, and Requirements
EDF Renewable Energy will be able to deliver 100% renewable energy to the San Diego community
through multiple methods. However, EDF Renewable Energy will not be able to eliminate GHG emissions
without the support of the transportation industry. EDF RE team will have to work with local policy
makers to incentivize the adoption of electric vehicles on a massive scale. Once converted to an electric
vehicle, EDF Renewable Energy will be able to provide additional renewable generation to meet those
needs.

c. EDF Renewable Energy Characteristics
The EDF Renewable Energy team will be able to leverage its unique size, experience, and range of
expertise and capabilities to provide the City with a single point of contact for flexible holistic solutions.
As outlined in the cover letter, the City will benefit
North America RE Experience
from working with the EDF Renewable Energy Team
Developed
9GW
due to our:
Own and Operate
4.5GW
 Leading Renewable Energy Experience: EDF has
San Diego Area Solar Experience
25 years of real world experience and
Developed
340MW
understanding of the utility scale renewable
Operations and Maintenance
343.4MW
energy solutions
Renewable Energy O&M
 Renewable Energy O&M Services: the largest
North America
10,000MWs
Operations and Maintenance entity in North
Southern California
340MWs
America for EDF RE and third parties.
Energy Storage Experience
 Energy Delivery Experience: EDF Energy Services
Globally
330MW
is serving load across the united states with a
North America
20MW
wide array of energy products and services
Energy Delivery Experience
North America
25,000MWs
California
100MWs
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EPC Capabilities: the groSolar team has a comprehensive background in Engineering Procurement
and Construction, developed from experience in deploying over 2,000 distributed energy projects
around the country.
Local Presence and Experience: Headquartered in Rancho Bernardo, EDF RE has been active in the
local area for over 20 years. Meanwhile, the EDF RS team services local Kohl’s, Staples, and other
locations in San Diego County.
Understanding of California Utility Operations: EDF RE has developed, financed interconnected,
over 1.2GW of renewable energy projects in California under long term power purchase
agreements.
Flexible Holistic Solutions Capabilities: EDF RE has the capabilities in energy efficiency, energy
delivery, and energy storage. For example EDF Renewable Energy was recently qualified as a Super
Energy Savings Company by the Department of Energy.
Long Term Corporate Stability: The EDF Group’s size and distribution of energy capabilities,
markets, and revenue streams diversify risk and provide long term financial stability for EDF RE and
its clients.
Balance Sheet for Internal Financing:. The City projects are not contingent upon third‐party
construction financing.
Technology Agnostic Approach: The EDF RE s does not have a product line to promote and so is not
incentivized to install products that are not appropriate to the sites unique characteristics.
The Value of Safety: Safety is the number one Core Value at EDF RE and is an integral part of
everyday operations throughout projects lifecycle and the corporate culture.

d. EDF Renewable Energy Commitment
“Turning innovative renewable energy ideas and long‐term relationships into
ethical, high value, sustainable business”
EDF Renewable Energy’s has operated under this mission statement for more than 25 years, to
successfully develop, design, finance, own, operate, and maintain one of the largest portfolios of
sustainable generation in North America. As a part of a global organization with capabilities and
experience throughout the energy ecosystem, the EDF team is able to integrate holistic energy saving
solutions that incorporate not only renewables and storage, but also energy efficiency technologies,
energy management systems, combined heat and power systems. For example, in April EDF Renewable
Energy was qualified as a Super Energy Savings Company (“Super ESCO”) by the Department of Energy
(DOE)2, and so is one of only twenty‐one companies in the world that is prequalified to do energy
savings contracts with the federal government. Relying on core values such as safety, good sense,
accountability, transparency, teamwork, respect, and passion, EDF RE has developed a proven track
record of working closely with all key stakeholders to deliver high performance sustainable and cost
effective energy solutions. EDF RE also stays engaged and supports the energy savings community
2

Department of Energy (April 28th 2017) Energy.gov ‐ DOE Awards 21 Contracts to Provide New and
Efficient Energy and Water Infrastructure Improvements to Federal Facilities
https://www.energy.gov/articles/doe‐awards‐21‐contracts‐provide‐new‐and‐efficient‐energy‐and‐
water‐infrastructure
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through its involvement with the DOE Better Building alliance. EDF RE’s internal financing and
performance contract based business model relies on long term projects that deliver sustainable energy
savings and value to both EDF RE’s clients and the local community. EDF Renewable Energy has proven
this commitment to sustainable energy savings projects through the development of over 9GW and the
Operation and Maintenance of over 10GW of sustainable energy projects across North America.
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4. Provisos and Conditions
EDF Renewable Energy’s statement of qualifications is not subject to any provisos, conditions, or
consents of other parties or agencies.
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5. EDF Qualifications and Experience
EDF RE Team brings a strong portfolio of both development and operations experience for renewable
energy projects to ensure that the City will receive a high‐quality project with minimal risk. EDF
Renewable Energy (EDF RE) is one of the nation’s most established renewable energy companies, having
developed, constructed, or operated more than 10,000 MWs of wind, solar, biogas, and biomass
renewable energy projects in North America.
Once projects are developed and built, EDF RE’s Services Arm ensures performance of facilities and
integration with the electric grid. EDF is the largest provider of third‐party renewable energy operations
and maintenance services in North America, currently managing more than 8,000 MW of renewable
energy projects.
Our competitive market affiliate, EDF Energy Services (EDF ES), will serve as the Qualified Scheduling
Entity (QSE) and Retail Energy Provider (REP) for Fort Hood. EDF ES currently manages over 25,000 MW
of generation and commercial, industrial and aggregated load across the United States. EDF ES is ranked
as one of the top five Power Marketers by Platts Power Sales Analysis, and was recently awarded the
2012 US Electricity House of the Year by Energy Risk magazine. EDF ES offers a wide range of products
and services to its customers to help them minimize their energy costs while actively participating in
demand response and coincidental peak management programs. In addition to providing the retail
service described in this proposal, EDF ES can serve as a long‐term partner to Fort Hood to achieve its
energy management objectives over time.

a. EDF RE Development Experience
A full list of 10,000 MWs of EDF Renewable Energy Projects can be found in Appendix B.

b. EDF Energy Services Experience
With more than 25,000MWs of load served across the United States, in 2016 EDF Energy Services
served over 100MW of Direct Access customers’ peak load with over 700,000MWh in California with a
wide variety of energy products.

c. Staff Responsibility
Throughout the project lifecycle, communication between key stakeholders is critical. As a result there
will always be a single point of contact between the City and The EDF RE Team throughout the life
contract and specific projects. During initial design, proposal, and development stages of a project a
Development Manager is responsible for facilitating the flow of information between groups. During
construction phase the Project Manager leads with close interaction with onsite personnel, while the
Development Manager supports communications with City personnel. At least four representatives of
the EDF RE and groSolar Team will be onsite for the entire construction phase of the project, including a
Safety Manager, Superintendent, Construction Manager and Project Engineer. The representatives will
work with subcontractors on a daily basis, conducting safety meetings, overseeing construction,
maintaining quality control, and coordinating logistics. As the construction nears completion, the Asset
Manager becomes increasingly involved, participating in activities prior to commissioning to ensure a
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smooth handoff from construction to operations. Moving forward, the Asset Manager will be the
primary point of contact for the operating projects, however the Development Manager will remain as
the primary point of contact for future projects. The Development Manager’s primary responsibility
throughout the contract will be to facilitate communication and information sharing between the City
and any of the individual EDF RE Team members.
The EDF RE and groSolar Team is full of qualified and experience personnel to ensure successful
development, construction, and operations of the system. Some key employees include:
Ian Black, Development Director ‐ West
(858) 521‐3427 / ian.black@edf‐re.com / 15445 Innovation Drive, San Diego, CA 92128
Mr. Black joined EDF Renewable Energy in 2010 as Developer for the west region and was responsible
for the entire development cycle of utility scale renewable energy projects, from land acquisition, to
permitting, to interconnection, and securing off‐takers. In 2016, Mr. Black became the Director of
Business Development for the West Region, where he now manages 10 developers and controllers.
During his time at EDF Renewable Energy, Mr. Black has been involved in the development of over
450MW of Renewable Energy projects, most recently completing 2 projects in PG&E Territory: the
27MW Corcoran Irrigation District Solar project and 1MW Buck Institute Carport Solar Project, which
was part of the larger 30MW Cottonwood Solar Portfolio.
Jamie Link, Associate Director for Business Development, Distributed Electricity and Storage
(858) 521 3329 / Jamie.link@edf‐re.com / 15445 Innovation Drive, San Diego, CA 92128
Jamie Link leads business development for EDF RE’s Distributed Electricity and Storage team in the West
Region and is the current project manager for EDF RE’s microgrid demonstration project with the U.S. Air
Force. She brings a decade of energy technology, policy, business, and management experience to this
role. Prior to joining EDF Renewable Energy, Jamie served as a Senior Technical Advisor and Acting Office
Director at the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Link holds
a BA and PhD in electrochemistry from Princeton University and UC San Diego.
Xavier Goy, Senior Construction Project Manager
(858) 521‐3459 / Xavier.goy@edf‐re.com / 15445 Innovation Drive, San Diego, CA 92128
Xavier Goy has a proven track record of bringing projects in on time and on budget. Prior to joining EDF
RE, Mr. Goy managed Department of Defense projects for Converteam (formerly Alstom, now part of
GE) for more than five years. He was responsible for overseeing compliance to Government
specifications on fixed price and cost plus contracts. His experience working on a wide variety of
contracts has given him a full understanding of commercial contracting practices, preparing him for any
challenges that may arise on a project. Mr. Goy has successfully served as overall project manager on
two large scale PV projects: 11.83 MWP St. Isidore B and 143 MWP Catalina Solar.
Foad Alvandi, Senior Project Design Engineer
(802) 359‐6586 / foad.alvandi@groSolar .com / 9175 Guilford Rd, Columbia, MD 21046
Mr. Alvandi has over 30 years of experience in practice and teaching of electrical engineering and
engineering related technical disciplines, including 6 years of experience in residential, commercial and
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utility‐scale PV solar generation facilities design and installation. Mr. Alvandi has received his Master of
Science degree in Electrical and Computer Engineering from George Mason University in Fairfax Virginia,
and is a registered professional engineer in several Mid Atlantic and New England states. He is a
NABCEP Certified PV Installation Professional.
Pete Byron, Senior Site Superintendent
(802) 359‐6519 / peter.byron@groSolar .com / 9175 Guilford Rd, Columbia, MD 21046
Mr. Byron has over 30 years of experience in electrical design and installation. He is a licensed
electrician, a certified OSHA Instructor, and certified in High Voltage Splicing up to 35kV. Mr. Byron
serves as the Senior Site Superintendent on the majority of groSolar’s technically challenging projects
including those on landfills. Prior to joining groSolar, Mr. Byron owned his own electrical contracting
business and prior to that served numerous roles for Spencer Electric Co. He holds a Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration from the University of Massachusetts.
Dan Summa, Asset Manager
(858)521 3507 / Daniel.summa@edf‐re.com / 15445 Innovation Drive, San Diego, CA 92128
Dan Summa joined EDF RE in 2011 and manages the day to day operations of five renewable energy
projects under PPAs, totaling more than 200 MW. Prior to joining EDF RE, Mr. Summa was an asset
manager at Invenergy, LLC, where he managed the operation of five renewable energy projects totaling
more than 350 MW. Prior to joining Invenergy, Mr. Summa was a surface warfare officer (nuclear) and
served onboard the USS ENTERPRISE and USS SAN JACINTO. He holds a BS in ocean engineering from the
United States Naval Academy, and an MBA from Northwestern University.
Darin Rouse, Health, Safety, and Environment Management
(858) 521‐3465 / Darin.rouse@edf‐re.com / 2156 W. Grant Line Road, Ste 215, Tracy, CA 95377
Darin Rouse assumed his current position in EDF RE’s Health, Safety and the Environment Management
in November 2012. In this role he oversees Health, Safety and Environmental compliance for over 300
MW of solar projects in the United States, Mexico and Canada. Prior to EDF RE, Mr. Rouse worked as a
senior EHS program manager for Chevron for 5 years. Mr. Rouse was selected by Chevron’s executive
management committee to serve as a member of Chevron Corporation’s international emergency
response team. Mr. Rouse will be responsible for assuring that all federal and state health, safety and
environment regulations are followed in the project and will hire and oversee the field safety manager
for this solar project.
Bojana Popovic, Vice President
281 653 5833 / Bojana.popovic@edfenergyservices.com / 4700 West Sam Houston Pkwy N, Houston, TX
77041
Bojana leads our strategy and product development team focused on developing tailored solutions for
our customers – portfolio optimization, risk management programs and renewable and demand side
management solutions. Bojana previously held senior roles in EDF Trading’s power and natural gas
trading teams. Today, she uses her expertise of the wholesale energy markets to refine our activities in
areas such as structured products, go‐to‐market strategy and new business development.
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6. Financial Capacity
As a part of one of the world’s largest energy firms, the EDF Group which generated 71.2 Billion Euro of
revenue in 2016, EDF Renewable Energy has access to substantial financial resources, allowing for
internal financing and access to market financing for Solar and Storage projects. Accordingly, EDF RE is
not reliant upon third‐party financing, including complicated contractual demands, construction
schedule delays, and financial risks during the development and construction phase. Similarly, EDF RE is
a financially‐sound long term counter party for the life of the project and contract, as proven over 25
years of experience in signing 10 and 20 year Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs). EDF RE has been the
counter party to PPAs with off‐takers across the country including both Utilities and Commercial
customers, such as Microsoft, Google, and Proctor and Gamble. Specifically, EDF RE has signed over
300MW of long term Power Purchase Agreements in San Diego Gas and Electric Territory. With all of
EDF RE PPAs, EDF Renewable Services provides the long term O&M and asset management services
which includes warranty execution, 24‐7‐365 performance monitoring, availability and reliability
assurances and ongoing performance optimization. As a direct subsidiary to EDF Energy Nouvelles (EDF
EN) which is part of the EDF Group, EDF Renewable Energy and EDF Renewable Services can deliver long
term Power Purchase Agreements and Energy Savings Contracts with confidence based on proven
performance. As a subsidiary, EDF Renewable Energy’s financial statements role up into EDF Energy
Nouvelles audited financial statements. Below are is the summary of the EDF EN Financial Statements:

EDF Energy Nouvelles
Statement of Financial Positions 2014 ‐ 2016

Financial Ratios
2014

2015

2016

Debt to Revenue

560%

604%

541%

Debt to Equity

155%

171%

172%

Debt to Assets

61%

63%

63%

Gross Profit Margin (GPM)

59%

72%

68%

Operating Profit Margin

25%

37%

35%

Return on Assets (ROA)

1%

2%

3%

Credit Rating
Agency

Long‐term rating

Date

Moody's

A3, stable outlook

28/09/2016

Standard & Poor's

A‐, stable outlook

22/09/2016

Fitch ratings

A‐, stable outlook

7/6/2016

Consolidated Income Statement
(in millions of dollars)

2014

2015

2016

Revenues

1,226

1,287

1,535

350

62

(146)

(254)

(302)

(318)

Purchases used in generation and other purchases (1)
Personnel Expenses
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External Expenses

(861)

(525)

(562)

Taxes other than income taxes

(44)

(51)

(58)

Other operating expenses

(297)

(418)

(686)

603

895

1,309

‐

(17)

(38)

722

931

1,036

Net depreciation and amortization

(306)

(339)

(370)

Impairment losses
Operating Income
Cost of net debt
Other financial income and expenses
Net financial income/(expenses)
Income before tax of consolidated companies
Income tax
Share in income of equity affiliates
Consolidated Net Income

(109)
307
(138)
(19)
(158)
149
(26)
18
141

(121)
471
(153)
(59)
(212)
260
(65)
48
242

(138)
530
(190)
(45)
(235)
295
(33)
86
348

Other operating income
Allowance for operating provisions
EBITDA

(1) There is a credit balance at 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2015 due to the activation of costs for projects under
development.

Consolidated Balance Sheet
Assets
2014

2015

2016

Goodwill

47

45

45

Other intangible assets

137

185

263

8,132

8,619

8,267

(in millions of dollars)

Property, plant and equipment
Investments in equity affiliates

456

717

966

Non‐current financial assets

212

282

417

Other receivables

101

66

53

Deferred tax assets

212

230

292

Non‐current assets

9,296

10,144

10,303

Inventories and work in progress

103

122

122

Trade receivables

277

281

295

Current financial assets

588

508

625

Other receivables

375

312

741

650
1,993
11,290

951
2,175
12,319

1,009
2,830
13,132

2014

2015

2016

256

256

257

Reserves and retained earnings

4,130

4,249

4,487

Group shareholders' equity

4,386

4,505

4,744

39

46

93

Cash and cash equivalents
Current assets
Total Assets

Liabilities and Equity
(in millions of dollars)

Share Capital

Minority interests
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4,426

4,551

4,836

Provisions for employee benefits

5

6

7

Other provisions

73

136

114

Non‐current provisions

77

142

121

4,182

4,929

5,396

Other payables

751

955

1,000

Deferred tax liabilities

248

302

388

Non‐current liabilities

5,182

6,186

6,783

Provisions

21

17

28

Trade payables

155

176

165

Current financial liabilities

790

672

651

Current tax liabilities

27

46

27

Total Equity

Non‐current financial liabilities

612

530

231

Current liabilities

1,606

1,440

1,391

Total Liabilities

6,864

7,768

8,295

Total liabilities & equity

11,290

12,319

13,132

Other payables

Financials have been converted from Euros to USD using the conversion rate on June 14, 2017
Conversion Rate:
1.13
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7. Contractor Standards Form
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8. Appendix A – EDF Energy Services CA Registration
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9. Appendix B – EDF RE Project List
Commercial
Operation
Date
2020

Project
Size (kW)

State

Power Offtaker

Project Owner

186,000

CA

EDF EN

2020

308,000

CA

Valentine Solar*

2019

111,000

CA

Bluemex*

2019

90,000

Mexico

Barlow Solar*

2018

10,000

Ontario

Pendleton Solar*

2018

12,000

Ontario

Longboat Solar

2016

20,000

CA

Yield Co Pair

2015

5,600

VT

2015

1,000

CA

2015

25,000

CA

Cottonwood

2015

31,600

CA

Marion County Solar
Mustang Solar
Cambridge Solar
CID
Lancaster Solar
Lepomis Solar

2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2014

7,100
3,300
4,300
27,200
5,860
5,990

IN
OK
MD
CA
MA
MA

Stafford Hill Landfill

2014

2,500

VT

Templeton

2014

4,500

MA

Ashburnham

2014

4,000

MA

Marin Clean Energy
Southern California
Edison
Southern California
Edison
Federal Electricity
Commission
Independent Electricity
System Operator
Independent Electricity
System Operator
Southern California
Edison
Green Mountain
Power
Marin Energy
Authority
SCE
Marin Energy
Authority
Indiana Power & Light
OG&E
Constellation Energy
PG&E
Billerica, MA
Wareham MA
Green Mountain
Power
Templeton Municipal
Light and Water Plant
Ashburnham Municipal
Electric Light Plant

Catalina Solar 1

2013

71,600

CA

SDG&E

Pukana (Hilo)
Lake County Solar

2013
2013

300
5,400

HI
IN

Berkley East

2013

3,900

MA

Sterling

2013

2,400

MA

Safeway
NIPSCO
Taunton Municipal
Light Plant
Sterling Municipal
Light Department

10. PROJECT
NAME
Desert Harvest*
Maverick (Palen
Phase I)*

Cottonwood Carport
(Buck Institute)
Catalina Solar 2

EDF EN
EDF EN
EDF EN
EDF EN
EDF EN
Duke Energy
Green Mountain
Power
Dominion
EDF EN
Dominion
Indiana Power & Light
OG&E
Constellation Energy
Dominion
EDF EN
EDF EN
Green Mountain
Power
Templeton Municipal
Light and Water Plant
Ashburnham Municipal
Electric Light Plant
50% owned by TIAA
CREF
EDF EN
NIPSCO
Taunton Municipal
Light Plant
Sterling Municipal
Light Department
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Pukana (Beretania)
2012
260
HI
Safeway
Pukana (Ewa)
2012
330
HI
Safeway
LIPA (Cohalan East)
2012
2,830
NY
LIPA
LIPA (Cohalan West)
2012
1,390
NY
LIPA
LIPA (Deer Park)
2012
2,950
NY
LIPA
LIPA (H. Lee
2012
2,180
NY
LIPA
Dennison Site)
LIPA (North County
2012
1,050
NY
LIPA
Site)
LIPA (Riverhead)
2012
1,570
NY
LIPA
Keystone Solar
2012
6,000
Exelon
Camden Solar
2012
1,800
NJ
CCMUA
Center
Matrix
2011
2,860
NJ
PSE&G
RPI 100
2011
430
NJ
PSE&G
RPI 400
2011
2500
NJ
PSE&G
LIPA (Brentwood
2011
840
NY
LIPA
Site)
St. Isidore B SP
2011
11,830
Ontario
OPA
Bellevue
2011
1,660
OR
PGE
Yamhill
2011
1,190
OR
PGE
*Projects have been developed and PPAs have been signed by off‐takers. Construction

EDF EN
EDF EN
Capital Dynamics
Capital Dynamics
Capital Dynamics
Capital Dynamics
Capital Dynamics
Capital Dynamics
Exelon
CCMUA
EDF EN
Sunlight General
Sunlight General
Capital Dynamics
Fiera Axium
EDF EN
EDF EN
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